Dear Friends,

These are tremendously exciting times for the International Documentary Association, and for the documentary community it was created to serve. Every day it seems as though another documentary is proving the unique power of nonfiction filmmaking to incite discourse, create change and generate awareness, and another talented filmmaker has uncovered another incredible story that could only have been told in the documentary form.

All of us at IDA are thrilled to be a part of these extraordinary times in the documentary world, and proud of our role in making it all possible. But we never could have done it without the ongoing support of the donors, sponsors, grantors, members, and community partners who make our work possible. We would like to thank each and every one of them for helping to make this one of the golden ages of documentary film.

As you will read in this annual report, their support has allowed us to increase our efforts as advocates for doc filmmakers; expand our educational services; secure funding to offer $150,000 in production funds to filmmakers over the next two years; enhance our membership services; and continue to raise public appreciation and awareness of the nonfiction genre.

But the work is far from over. In the year to come IDA will continue to build on past achievements and to play an ever-expanding role in the world of documentary film.

With gratitude,
advocacy

IDA has a long history of making the case for documentary filmmaking as a vital art form, and we continue to seek ways to ensure that the artists who make documentaries receive the funding that they deserve. Most recently, we’ve worked hard to expand our efforts as advocates for documentary filmmakers in courtrooms, state rooms, and newsrooms across America and around the world. And our efforts have paid off as we have taken a lead role on major issues confronting the industry, including Net Neutrality, Fair Use, Licensing and Copyright, Digital Rights Management and — above all — the rights of documentary filmmakers under the provisions of the First Amendment. As we move forward and funding becomes available, advocacy will remain a priority program area and focus of the IDA.

DOCUMENTARY FILMMAKERS ARE AMONG THE LAST TRUE INDEPENDENT JOURNALISTS AND WE NEED TO STICK TOGETHER. AS I LEARNED FROM THE SUPPORT I RECEIVED IN MY FIRST AMENDMENT BATTLE WITH CHEVRON, THAT’S WHAT THE IDA IS ALL ABOUT — THEY BUILD AND BRING OUR COMMUNITY TOGETHER, AND MOST IMPORTANTLY THEY ADVOCATE ON OUR BEHALF.

— JOE BERLINGER, DIRECTOR, CRUDE

IDA IS THE LEADING ORGANIZATION IN THE COUNTRY TO ADVOCATE FOR INDEPENDENT FILMMAKERS — IN THE COURTS, IN CONGRESS, AND IN VERY PRACTICAL BUSINESS TERMS. FROM FIGHTING FOR ON SCREEN CREDITS IN THE 90S AND NEGOTIATING FAIR USE INSURANCE THROUGH HELPING TO DRAFT AND LOBBY FOR LEGISLATION TO FILING FRIEND OF THE COURT BRIEFS TO SUPPORT FILMMAKERS AND IMPORTANT EXCEPTIONS TO THE DMCA, IDA HAS BEEN THERE FOR YOU.

— MICHAEL C. DONALDSON, FOUNDER OF DONALDSON AND CALLIF
public programs & events

IDA Documentary Awards is an annual event that recognizes and honors outstanding documentary films and filmmakers. The 26th Annual IDA Documentary Awards was hosted by Morgan Spurlock (Supersize Me!, The Greatest Movie Ever Sold) and the honorees included Barbara Kopple (Career Achievement), Susan and Alan Raymond (Pioneer) and Mark J. Harris (Scholarship and Preservation). The event attracted lead sponsors such as The Economist, ESPN Films, HBO Documentary Films, Current and OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network; as well as press from Variety, Hollywood Reporter, IndieWire, Los Angeles Times, New York Times, UPI, The Wrap and About.com.

DocuWeeks presents short and feature length documentaries to appreciative audiences in theatrical runs designed to qualify the films for consideration for the Academy Awards®. Since its debut in 1997, 17 worthy documentaries have gone to be nominated for the Oscar® and 7 have won the coveted award. DocuWeeks takes place annually in New York City and Los Angeles, and is enjoyed by an increasing number of movie goers and fans of documentary film.

DocuDay is IDA’s annual screening of the year’s best documentary films, Oscar® nominated shorts and features. Like DocuWeeks, this event increases public awareness and appreciation for nonfiction films, and takes place at the Paley Center in New York City and Writers Guild of America, West Theater in Los Angeles.

I couldn’t love the IDA more! For me it epitomizes and harnesses everything that I love about our community of documentary filmmakers... I hold the highest possible regard for the IDA and its members, so for WASTE LAND to be recognized by them is an overwhelming honor.

— Lucy Walker, Director, WASTE LAND

Distinguished Feature Documentary Awardee

Many people do not realize that not only does DocuWeeks make a film eligible for the Documentary Oscar, but it can also put a film in the running for the PGA, DGA, and WGA awards. In our experience, the returns from participating in DocuWeeks are almost infinite.

— Matthew D. Kallis, Director/Producer, Most Valuable Players

It’s no exaggeration to say that DocuWeeks helped put Louder than a Bomb on the map, giving the film a new level of credibility within the documentary community, and bringing it to the attention of distributors, critics, and festival programmers who otherwise might have overlooked it. We are enormously grateful to the IDA for choosing the film in the first place, and making it part of such a vital event.

— Greg Jacobs & Jon Siskel, Co-Directors/Co-Producers, Louder than a Bomb
**Education**

**Docs Rock**, founded in 1998, is an in-school program that introduces high school students to the world of documentary filmmaking. The program not only teaches kids the technical skills needed to create a documentary, but also teaches them critical life skills to help them enter the workforce and college. We plan to bring Docs Rock into more schools in the future, so that deserving students can have access to this unique and effective arts education program.

**Doc U** is a series of hands-on educational seminars and workshops for aspiring and experienced documentary filmmakers. Participants receive vital training on various topics including: fundraising, legal issues, distribution, marketing, and business tactics. For the first time in 2010, Doc U was offered outside of Los Angeles. Thanks to a grant from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, we were able to launch a successful pilot program that took Doc U on tour to New York City, Boston and Washington D.C. As further funding becomes available, we will expand Doc U to even more cities, as well as offer online programming, so that individuals around the world can receive the essential training that is offered through Doc U courses.

“**Docs Rock has taught me to believe in myself again. It has brought out, if not created, talents and abilities I was not even aware of before. I never thought I could enjoy leading a group, organizing different tasks, developing a project, and working with such uniquely diverse people. I don’t recall ever feeling so proud of myself.**

— Stephanie R., Student

**Doc U is one of my favorite IDA programs — it’s not only training and education, but a great networking opportunity. The seminars cover essential topics for documentary filmmakers, and their panelists are very knowledgeable and engaging.**

— Dean Hawn, IDA Member

**Doc U offers a great educational and training opportunity for aspiring nonfiction filmmakers. As a member of the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, I’m very proud to support the series, which provides essential training for the benefit of beginning and seasoned filmmakers alike.”**

— Zev Yaroslavsky, Supervisor, Third District

**Harry Shearer Takes It “Uneasy”**

Conversation & Clips with the Satirist, Journalist, and New Orleaner as he reveals the story behind his feature documentary, “The Big Uneasy.”

**What to Do When Your Doc is Done**

A frank conversation with a panel of doc insiders.

**Deb Diehl working with students on editing their films.**

**Students hard at work on their documentary.**

**Tony Saavedra teaching script writing.**
filmmaker services

IDA provides the essential information, services, tools, and grants required by documentary filmmakers to successfully engage in their art. Filmmaker services include:

- **IDA Membership**—provides members with valuable benefits and opportunities.
- **Fiscal Sponsorship**—allows documentary films in production to receive donations and grants.
- **Documentary Magazine**—a quarterly publication that offers essential information and keeps readers on track with the industry.
- **Documentary.org**—a vital portal into the industry that provides up-to-date information and opportunities to connect with the documentary film world.

In 2010, IDA secured a grant from The New York Community Trust, which will allow us to provide production funding to numerous filmmakers—$150,000 in production funding will be granted through the Pare Lorentz Documentary Fund in 2011 and 2012. We also launched the **IDA Member Directory**—an online communication network that directly connects members to one another. It provides opportunities to promote projects, find employment and network with like-minded folk. As the preeminent resource for documentary filmmakers, the IDA is constantly seeking funding and support, so that we can expand programs and services to best meet the needs of our clients.

“**I have been an IDA member for over two decades, and find membership an absolute necessity for networking within the documentary world and staying informed about the ever-changing landscape of documentary production and distribution.**

— CHRISTOPHER CARSON, AWARD-WINNING PRODUCER/DIRECTOR

**We chose IDA as the fiscal sponsor for the audience engagement campaign around our Academy Award nominated film because the organization has an outstanding track record and is so well regarded in the funding community. It has been a great relationship; we are very grateful to the IDA for this service, and for being a clearinghouse and advocate for the nonfiction filmmaking community.**

— TIA LESSIN & CARL DEAL, CO-DIRECTORS, TROUBLE THE WATER

**I am so grateful for the IDA for the incredible work that they do on behalf of documentary filmmakers, like me. Through IDA's fiscal sponsorship program I've been able to secure over $600,000 in funding so far from a wide group of grassroots grantors, several family foundations and a grant from the Center for Cultural Innovation.**

— LINDA GOLDSTEIN KNOWLTON, DIRECTOR, SOMEWHERE BETWEEN
financial information

**Incoming**

**Contributed Income**
- Foundation Grants $112,500.00 36%
- Government Grants 11,500.00 4%
- Corporate Donations/Sponsorship 143,924.00 47%
- Individual Donations 40,300.00 13%

Subtotal Contributed Income $308,224.00

**Earned Income**
- Event and Program $658,062.00 76%
- Advertising 116,700.00 13%
- Membership 95,205.00 11%

Subtotal Earned Income $869,967.00

Fiscal Sponsorship* 2,862,653.00

**TOTAL INCOME** $4,040,844.00

**Expense**
- Programs $895,438.00 74%
- General Administrative 266,194.00 22%
- Development 48,025.00 4%

Subtotal Expense $1,209,657.00

Fiscal Sponsorship* 2,827,937.00

**TOTAL EXPENSE** $4,037,594.00

Surplus / Deficit $3,250

*IDA acts as fiscal sponsor for documentary films that are accepted for our Fiscal Sponsorship Program. Fiscal sponsorship is a formal arrangement in which a 501(c)(3) public charity, such as the IDA, agrees to sponsor a project that furthers our mission, for the purpose of fundraising through grants and donations. This allows filmmakers to seek grants and solicit tax-deductible donations for their documentary, with the oversight, support and endorsement of IDA. IDA directly receives the grants and then disperses the funding to the filmmakers. Because the funding is dispersed back to the filmmakers, Fiscal Sponsorship income and expense are not accounted for in the above charts.

**Supporters**

To our generous donors, grantors and sponsors, a very big THANK YOU for allowing us to support and work on behalf of the documentary filmmaking community.

**Major Donors**

**Advocate Level**
- Nancy Dickenson

**Trustee Level**
- Soozie Eastman, The HUMANITAS Prize
- Kirk & Rob Marcolina
- John Langley, Langley Productions
- Kay Schaber Wolf, Writers Guild of America, West
- Clara Fon Sing, NBC News Archives
- Mel Stuart, Mel Stuart Productions

**Friend Level**
- James Costa, Bird Street Productions
- Chris Paine, Papercut Productions
- Richard Trank, Moriah Films
- Karen Freedman & Roger Weisberg

**Bequest**
- The Estate of David L. Wolper

**Foundations and Government Agencies**
- The New York Community Trust
- Los Angeles Community Arts Commission
- Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
- City of Los Angeles, Department of Cultural Affairs
- Coastal San Pedro Neighborhood Council

**Event Sponsors**
- ABC News Videosource
- ArcLight
- Axis Pro
- Brazilian Consulate: Ministry of External Relations
- Chainsaw
- Current
- Directors Guild of America
- Documentary Channel
- ESPN Films
- FotoKem
- HBO Documentary Films
- IFC Center
- ITVS
- Kodak
- Langley Productions
- Los Angeles Center Studios
- Monster Energy
- Moriah Films
- OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network
- Pithy Little Wine Company
- POV
- Stella Artois
- Sundance Channel
- The Economist
- The Standard
- USC School of Cinematic Arts
- VeeV
- WestDoc